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QUESTION 1 

(a) A short-answer question class test on: The economy: trade unions with the grade 9 
class. 
 
CLASS TEST 01 TERM 3 2018  

Name of the learner: ____________________________________________________ 

Subject: Economic and management sciences 

Grade: 9_____ 

Date: 22 August 2018 

Duration: 30 Minutes 

Total mark: 60 

INSTRUCTIONS TO THE LEARNER 

*Answer all questions in the spaces provided. 

*Write legibly and neatly. 

*Read questions with understanding before answering them. 

*Always follow instructions for each question. 

QUESTION 1 (10 marks) 

State whether the following statement is True or False. (Write your answers in the spaces 
provided). 

1.1 The strikes in the mining sector changed the history of South Africa, when white miners 
were striking against cheap black labour in 1922. ______________ 

1.2 The government treated the strike as a rebellion and sent in troops to control the white 
mine workers.__________________ 

1.3 During those years black workers were allowed to join or form trade unions.__________ 
1.4 Cosatu was formed in 1985 as the umbrella body for other smaller trade unions._______ 
1.5 New laws that would protect the right of workers was adopted by the government 

before 1990.__________ 

QUESTION 2  
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Define the following terms: (20 Marks). 

2.1 Trade unions: ___________________________________________________________ 

2.2 Collective bargaining:______________________________________________________ 

2.3 A go-slow:_______________________________________________________________ 

2.4 A lock-out:_______________________________________________________________ 

2.5 A wild cat strike___________________________________________________________ 

QUESTION 3  

3.1 Name five roles and responsibilities of trade unions (10 Marks): 

(a) ________________________________________________________________________ 

(b) ________________________________________________________________________ 

(c) ________________________________________________________________________ 

(d) ________________________________________________________________________ 

(e ) ________________________________________________________________________ 

3.2 What does the following abbreviation stand for: (4 marks) 

(a) COSATU _________________________________________________________________ 

(b) FEDUSA _________________________________________________________________ 

3.3 List 3 (three) reasons for industrial action: (6 marks) 

(a) _______________________________________ 

(b) _______________________________________ 

(c) _______________________________________ 

QUESTION 4  

4.1 List the most important trade unions in South Africa: (6 marks) 

(a)______________________________________________ 

(b) ______________________________________________ 

(c) ______________________________________________ 

4.2. Name two new laws that protect the rights of workers (4 marks) 

(a) ________________________________________________________________________ 

(b) ________________________________________________________________________ 

THE END:                                                                                                                               GOOD LUCK 
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MEMORANDUM 

QUESTION 1(10 Marks) 

1.1 True 
1.2 True 
1.3 False 
1.4 True 
1.5 False 

QUESTION 2 (20 marks) 

2.1 Trade union: An organised association of workers from a particular trade or profession, 
with the aim of looking after the interest of members. 

2.2 Collective bargaining: The process whereby employees stand together and negotiate 
jointly about pay and conditions of employment. 

2.3 A go-slow: A form of industrial action where workers perform their duties, but reduce 
their productivity on purpose. 

2.4 A lock-out: This occurs when employers prevent employers prevent employees from 
entering the business premises. 

2.5 A wildcat strike: A strike that does not follow the procedures prescribed by the labour 
relations Act and which is illegal. 

QUESTION 3(20 marks) 

3.1 (a) Negotiating with employers to improve the working conditions of workers, like 
working hours, over time, leave, etc. 

(b) Improving the standard of education and training of members so that workers can gain 
access to better-paying jobs. 

(c) Improving the productivity of workers by ensuring that they get opportunities for 
training. 

(d) Representing workers in the collective bargaining process. 

(e) Settling disagreements and grievances between employers and employees. 

3.2 (a) Congress of South African trade unions. 

(b) The Federation of unions of South Africa. 

3.3(a) Wage demand. 

(b) Working conditions. 

(c) Unfair labour practices. 

QUESTION 4 (10 marks) 
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4.1 (a) Cosatu. 

(b)Fedusa. 

(c)Nactu. 

4.2 (a) The labour relations Act 66 of 1995. 

(b) Basic conditions of employment Act 75 of 1997. 

 

TOTAL MARK 60 

The end                                                                                                                              Thank you 

_______________________________________________________ 

 

QUESTION 2 

EMS LESSON PLAN –TERM 3 

1 Localising details:  

Subject: Economic and management sciences      Grade: 9 

Time: 1 hour                            Number of learners: 42 

2 Learning intentions 
Knowledge: Learners will be able to know the difference between credit transactions 
and cash transaction. 
Skills: Posting to debtors ledger and general ledger, effect of credit transactions on 
accounting equations. 
Values: learners will be able to do informed decisions in the right choices in terms of 
cash and credit transactions. 

3. Curriculum content topic related to lesson 

Financial literacy: Credit transactions-debtors  

4. Lesson theme (curriculum sub-topic or lesson content theme) 

Posting to Debtors ledger and General ledger, effect of credit transactions on accounting 
equation. 

5. Methods, teaching support aids and learning materials (Name and motivate the 
teaching methods you will be using in this lesson, as well as the teaching aids, such as a 
chalkboard or poster.) 

List the methods or lesson types (e.g. practical, experimental, fieldwork, direct instruction, 
question-and-answer, active learning, etc), and motivate your choices. 
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 Narrative method. 
 Discussion method. 
 Questions and answer. 
 Demonstrations. 

The combination of all four teaching methods listed above will be used, to cater for all 
learners including those with barriers to learning. Individualisation will also be integrated 
into teaching and learning for those learners who need individual attention. 

Teaching aids and materials  

Because this is a rural school which still lack lot of new technological ( LTSM) learning 
teaching support materials like smart Boards and computer slides etc,I will use 

 Green board and chalk 
 Text book 
 Wall charts 

6. Place of the lesson in the curriculum.  

(a) Economy preceded the new theme and is followed by Entrepreneurship. 

(b)Lesson content: Credit transactions (Debtors ledger and General Ledger) and Credit 
transactions (Creditors- purchases on credit); credit sales, debtors journal, debtors 
allowance journal and reasons for credit sales. 

7. Lesson preparation. 

Due to the fact that this is a rural school with no advanced technological equipment, I will 
only prepare dusters chalk and make sure that there are wall displayed on the boards that 
are related to the topic and the classroom arrangement should also encourage inclusivity in 
the classroom. 

8. Lesson pattern. 

8.1 Actualisation or recall of existing knowledge  

Since this is the continuation of grade 8 work, learner’s prior knowledge of the topic will be 
gauged or tested by asking questions about the topic. 

8.2 Introduction of lesson topic 

The topic will be introduced by asking the learners what financial literacy is. What is a 
credit? Why we buy or sell in credit?  

8.3 Explanation of new subject matter 

More thorough and simplified answers of all the questions asked to the learners is given 
again in details. New knowledge is gradually introduced from the known to the unknown in 
a way that is simple to understand and move to the complex. New concept is introduced 
and explained integrated with the known concepts. 
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Participatory learning and teaching strategies will be used in class. Learners will be 
encouraged to be critical but creative in the same time. Learners will be encouraged to take 
part in teaching and learning and participate positively in their own learning. 

9. Assessment 

9.1 Monitoring understanding of new subject matter during the lesson. 

Continuous assessment will be an integrated part of teaching and learning. After the lesson 
is completed lesson will be given class activity and a home work to check learners 
understanding of what has been learnt.  

9.2 Functionalisation/ assessment 

Informal assessment (6 marks) 

1. Briefly define the following terms: 

1.1 Credit sales 

1.2Debtors 

2. In which journal does a business record the credit sales? 

3. What document is issued by the business when goods are sold on credit? 

4. When will a business issue a credit note? 

5. Why will business sell goods in credit? 

9.3 Extension tasks (alternative activities for learners with barriers to learning, or additional 
activities for fast learner 

Alternative activity for learners with barriers to learning 

1. Define on your own words the following terms? 

(a) Creditors 

(b) Original invoice 

(c) Creditors journal 

(d) Creditors ledger 

(e) Creditors allowances 

Additional activities for fast learners 

Analyse the following transactions according to the following columns: 

No. Source 
doc 

journal General 
ledger 

General 
Ledger 

Debtors 
Ledger 

Debtors 
Ledger 

A OE L 

Account 
debited 

Account 
credited 

Account 
debited 

Account 
credited 
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1. Sold goods to R. Rex, R1 080, (profit mark-up is 50%). Issued invoice 544 
2. Credit sales to L. Mnisi, R240. (Cost of sales, R160). 
3. Issued receipt 501 to R. Rex. He settled his account.(see no. 1) 
4. Received R100 from L. Mnisi as part payment of his debt. 
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